
Imagine having a chat companion that’s not just smart but can adapt to your conversations 
seamlessly - that’s ChatGPT for you, a brainchild of OpenAI. It’s like having a chat partner who can 
chat about anything, from everyday chit-chat to diving into the complexities of coding. 
 
And then there’s ChatGPT Plus, the upgraded version. It’s like the VIP experience of chatting. With 
general access even during busy times, quicker responses, and a smoother flow of interaction, it 
adds a touch of magic to your conversations. You can do more, too, like building your customized 
GPTs, chatting with images and voice, and even creating images. Plus, if you’re a subscriber, you’re 
in the front row for the latest features and improvements. They’ve also got your back with priority 
customer support, ensuring your experience is top-notch. 
 
One cool thing: ChatGPT Plus doesn’t just stop at yesterday’s data; it keeps things real-time, a step 
ahead of its free version that stopped collecting data back in 2022. It’s like having a friend who gets 
you and keeps getting better with time.

Below are some useful prompt tools to grow your business and tools to streamline your work. 
Whether you’re a seasoned entrepreneur or just starting, these tools can make your journey more 
efficient and rewarding. Embrace the future of AI and watch your business flourish!

Market Research:
“Provide an analysis of current market trends in [industry].”
“Explore potential untapped markets for [product/service] and suggest entry strategies.”

Competitor Analysis:
“Compare the strengths and weaknesses of our main competitors in [industry].”
“What strategies can we implement to outperform competitors [Competitor A] and [Competitor B]?”

Customer Engagement:
“Suggest innovative ways to enhance customer engagement for our [product/service].”
“Create a customer feedback analysis and propose improvements based on the feedback.”

Content Marketing:
“Generate ideas for engaging blog posts or social media content related to [industry/niche].”
“What are the most effective content marketing strategies for reaching our target audience?”

Product Development:
“Provide insights into potential features or improvements for our [product/service].”
“What emerging technologies should we consider integrating into our next product release?”

PROMPTS TO GROW YOUR BUSINESS

Revolutionize Your Business with ChatGPT and Cutting-Edge AI Tools!

Word of caution: Do not trust the grammatical output of any data supplied 
by ChatGPT. If you need assistance, Grammarly.com is a great option!
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Marketing Strategies:
“Devise a comprehensive digital marketing plan for our [product/service] targeting [specific 
demographic].”
“What are the most cost-effective offline marketing strategies for a [small/medium/large] business?”

Sales Optimization:
“Suggest ways to optimize our sales funnel for better conversion rates.”
“Provide a script for a successful cold outreach email to potential clients.”

Employee Engagement:
“Recommend strategies to improve employee satisfaction and retention.”
“Develop team-building activities that can boost morale and collaboration.”

International Expansion:
“Evaluate the feasibility of expanding our business into [specific country/region].”
“What cultural considerations should be considered for successful international expansion?”

Technology Adoption:
“Advise on the latest technologies that can streamline our business processes.”
“How can we leverage AI and automation to improve efficiency in [specific business area]?”

AIPRM 
This Chrome plug-in is a prompt generator. Yes, I said it. Skip the need to generate lengthy prompts 
and let this tool do the job seamlessly. Download the free extension at 
https://chatgptwriter.ai/ *

My favorite is “Social Media Post & Image Suggestions with One Click .”You can find this 
prompt via the “social media” keyword in the dialog box after “model.” You list the name 
of your company and what services/products you offer and let the prompt generator do 
the rest. 

Microsoft Copilot
Microsoft Copilot is a virtual AI assistant for All Microsoft tools that can help with tasks such 
as organizing windows, answering questions, summarizing content, coding, writing, and 
generating images. For additional information visit www.microsoft.com.

Jasper
An excellent AI tool that collects data from OpenAI, Bard, Stability.ai, and Anthropic to 
generate the most reliable data in real time. With your company’s tone of voice, it can 
engineer just about anything. For additional information, www.jasper.ai. 

PLUG-INS AND TOOLS TO STREAMLINE YOUR WORK

* All links provided throughout this document have been verified by scamadviser.com as a trustworthy source.

Stay Up to Date on Latest AI Trends 
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There’s no limit to what you can do regarding AI. For a comprehensive list of AI tools, visit 
www.newavecreativemarketing.com/ai-tools
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